**RAE-Sep™ Tube Cartridge For MultiRAE Benzene**

1. Press cartridge into place with "square" button aligned with arrow on inlet
2. Turn clockwise to tighten
3. "Arrow" button should align with arrow on inlet
4. Install dust filter
5. Cartridge is now ready for use

**WARNING**

The RAE-Sep Tube Cartridge should only be used with the MultiRAE Benzene monitor. Using any other monitor, including standard MultiRAE monitors or products from other manufacturers, will result in inaccurate benzene detection or measurement and possible serious injury or death.

**NOTE:** The RAE-Sep Tube Cartridge is warranted by RAE Systems only for use with the MultiRAE Benzene monitor.

---

5. Press cartridge into place with "square" button aligned with arrow on inlet
6. Select Benzene mode ("B" is showing)
7. Turn top of cartridge to select tube 1
8. Press yellow buttons at both ends of selected tube to break ends
9. Make sure cartridge is firmly in place and arrows are aligned
10. Make sure Benzene mode is selected

---

**Worldwide Sales Offices**

- **USA/Canada**: 1.877.723.2878
- **Europe**: +800.333.222.44/+41.44.943.4380
- **Middle East**: +971.4.450.5852
- **Asia Pacific**: +852.2669.0828

**China**: +86.10.5885.8788-3000
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